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et. Two ways of describing the behaviour of concurrent systems have widely been su 
arbit,r;iry interleaving and partial orders. Sometimes the latter has been claimed superior because 
concurrency is represented in a ‘true’ way; on the other hand, some authors have @aimed that 
the former is sufficient for all practical purposes. Petri net theory offers a framework in which 
both kinds of semantics can be defined formally and hence compared with each other. Occurrence 
sequences correspond to interleaved behaviour while the notion of a process is used to capture 
partial-order semantics. 
This paper aims at obtaining formal results about the refationship between various classes of 
processes and occurrence sequences in net theory. We shall compare an axiomatic approach to 
the definition of processes with an inductive approach which relates processes to occurrence 
sequences (and generalisations thereof). We shah show that, in general, axiomatic process 
semantics is more powerful than inductive semantics using occurrence sequences. However, we 
shall also show that the latter can be generatised, or the fomler be restricted, to yield various 
equivalence results. The structure of the relation between sequences and processes will also be 
explored, exhibiting two mzmingful relations, one on the sequences and one on the processes, 
which correspond to each otdler bijectively. We shall apply and simplify the theory to the practically 
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this bijedion an be sirn~~i~e~ in the special case of I-safe nets. 
Section 2 contains basic definitions, including the occurrence sequence semantics 
of Petri nets. In Section 3 we de ne a restricted set of process axioms such that the 
resulting processes correspond actly to the occurrence sequences of a Petri net. 
Section 4 defines a more gene t of process axioms which co spends exady 
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view in order to shorten formulae. oreover, this allows to extend very easily the 
has to replace (0, I} by the 
r to describe state holdings, 
while the stvptc bh es effected by a transition occurrence are described 
allowed to hold several ti es, for example, 
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te and CT’ is an occurrence sequence of (S, T, F, last( cr)), then the 
catenation ~7” =erc~’ is defined (by identifying last(a) with first(a’)) and is in 
occurrence sequence of 2; u is called the prefix of length 1~1 ofu”. 
= first(a) A M = last(a)) (the set of markings reachable 
from MO by successive occurrences of single transitions). 
Definition 2.5 specifies the occurrence sequence semantics of Petri nets. Often in 
the literature, instead of the full occurrence sequences defined in Definition 2.5(l), 
one may find their restrictions to T* u T”: 
The restricted sequences have often been called ‘firing sequences’ or ‘transitic 
sequences’. It Amay easily be seen that, from a restricted sequence cT, the initial 
and the IIOW relation F, one may uniquely reconstruct the correspondin 
he reason for defining occurrence sequences as alterrAn sequences inthe way 
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Section 5. 
xample, done in [ 13,261); we shall deal with this problem in 
The process emantics of Petri nets will be defined in the next sections. It uses a 
special class of nets which we shall define now. 
efinitioa (Occurrence nets). A net (S. 7” F) is an occurrence net i 
(1) Vs E S: I’sI s 1 n Isol s 1, and 
(2) F* is acyclic, i.e., Vx, y E S u T: (x, y) E F* A (y, x) E F =++x==y (where F 
is the reflexive and transitive closure of F, i.e., F = id, Fn+’ = F 0 
‘Jt, F”). 
The S-elements of an occurrence net are usually called conditions and denoted 
by I?. Conditions will be used to represent state holdings. The T-elements of an 
occurrence net are usually called events and denoted by E. They will be used to 
represent transition occurrences. Definition 2.6(l) means that an occurrence net 
contains no nondeterministic choices, the idea being that all choices are resolved 
at the behaviour level. Definition 2.6(2) means that an occurrence net contains no 
cycles, the idea being that all loops are unfolded at the behaviour level. Because of 
(2), the structure (X, =G ) derived from an occurrence net N = (B, E, F) by putting 
X=X(N)=BvE and < = F* is a partially ordered set (a poset). 
efinition (Lines and cuts). Let (X, < ) be the poset derived from an occurrence 
net (Q3, I.?, F). 
(1) i =(<\idx), li=(<u+), co=(XxX\li)uidx. 
(2) I G X is a li-set (chain) iff Vx, y E I: (x, y ) E li; I c X is a line iff I is a li-set 
and is maximal w.r.t. li (i.e., Vz E X\Z3x E I: (x, z) e li). 
r,T j cc, X is a co-set iantichain) iff Vx, y E c: (x, y) E co; cc X is a cut iff c is a 
co-set and is maximal w.r.t. co (i.e., Vz E X\c 3x E c: (x, z) E co); a cut c is a B-cut 
iff cCB. 
The relations ‘li’ and ‘co’ denote sequentiality (ordering) and concurrency 
(absence of ordering) respectively. Lines may be interpreted as the ‘sequential 
subprocesses’ of (II, E, F) while cuts may be interpreted as the ‘states’ of (B, E, F). 
In particular, the B-cuts will be relateti LO the markings of a system net under a 
process labelling. 
Notation ( Znitial end jinal elements, intervals, upsets and downsets). Let N = 
(B,*E, F) be an occurrence net and let (X, <) be the associated poset. 
(1) in(N) = {x E XI l x = 8) (the set of iriitial elements of N); 
ax( ={XEXIX-= 0) (the set ofjinal elements of N). 
(2) Forco-setsc,,c2rX:[c,,c,3={z~X~3x~c,3y~c2:x~z~y}(theintetvaI 
between ci and c2); for x E X we write [c, , x] and [x, c,] instead of, respectiveiy, 
Lc, 9 b)l and CbI, cz 
Let us notice that 
has an input arc and 6 has an output arc. 
Pictorially, the S-elements of a net are 
notions introduc 
(cl 
W a B-cut 
Fig. 1. A simple example. (a) A system net. (b) An occurrence sequence of (a). (c) Two occurrence nets 
describing processes of (a). 
The places “a” and “b” in Fig. l(a) might represent he ‘fret? state and the ‘used’ 
state, respectively, of a stock of resources. x and y then represent two (possibly 
conflicting) acts of claiming a resource for use, while z describes the freeing of a 
resource. The initial marking indicates that initially two resources are free and none 
is used. The occurrence sequence in Fig. l(b) and the processes in Fig. l(c) describe 
the (concurrent) claiming of the two resources and the freeing and reclaiming of 
one of them. 
We end this preparatory section by introducing the notion of safeness (often also 
called boundedness). Safeness means that a bound can be given for the number of 
tokens on a given place. 
efinition (Safeness). Let C = (S, T, F, be a system net and let s E 
(1) s is n-safe (for n E s)d n* 9 
(2) C is n-safe iff Vs E S: s is n-safe; 
(3) C is safe iff 33: C is n-safe. 
9 E. l.kw, R. oillm 
Note that all s may be n-safe (where n depends on s) without G itself bein 
(this may only be the case for infmite nets). The case that n = 1 is particularly 
important; the net is then l-safe. 
uence pr 
The idea to describe the behaviour of Petri nets by means of occurrence nets is 
not new. Holt has used occurrence aphs (which are a variant of occurrence nets) 
for this purpose [? 71. in [23], Petri su sted a set of axioms linkin 
nets to system nets. Based on this idea, 121 offers the first axiomati 
properties of a process. Subsequently, these axioms have been generalised and 
modified because of some counterintuitive problems [2,8,11, IS]. 
is section we shall first define a specific set of process axioms. We shall then 
define a construction to derive processes inductively from occurrence sequences 
and show that this construction yields exactly the same set of processes as is defined 
by the axioms. Consequently, we call them the occurrence sequence processes, or 
O.S. processes for short. 
(Ocawence sequence process axioms). Let C = (S, T, F, MO) be a 
system net, N = (B, E, F’) an occurrence net and p : B L E + S v T a labelling of IV. 
pair 7r = (N, p) is called an O.S. process of C iff 
1) Min( N) is a B-cut of N; 
(2) VIE E:lEn[Min(N),e][<~; 
(4) VIE E Vsf S: Fis,pis))=lp-‘(s)n’el and F(p(e),s)=)p-‘(s)ne’); 
(5) Vs E S: A&(s) = /p-*(s) n Min( N)I. 
It may be noticed that the axioms 3.1( I) and 3.1( 2) concern only the occurrence 
net N, while the axioms 3.1(3), 3.1(4) and 3.1(S) concern the labelling function p 
(and hence G and IV). Axiom 3.1(3) means that the conditions of N represent 
s of the places of C and that the events of N represent occurrences of the 
ns of 6. Axiom 3.1( 1) means that N has a true ‘starting point” (everything 
is accessible from Mint N )), and axiom 3.1( 5) specifies that this initial cut corre- 
sponds to the i ial marking in the sense that every condition in Min( N) represents 
some token of’ . Axiom 3.1(2) requires that al! elements of N are finitely reachable 
from Min( IV), in a sense to be made precise. Finally, axiom 3.1(4) expresses the 
local conformity of C and N with respect to p: transition environments are respected. 
This encodes the transition rule 2.4(2): the set ‘e (e’) models the tokens consumed 
(produced respective by the occurrence of the transition p(e). The axioms are 
independent of each et-, except for p(E) c T which is a necessary precondition 
use the term ‘axioms‘ nonconstructiv 
of this definition. Later, 
extension. As an exampl 
nets shown in Fi 
in Fig. l(a). 
tuitive relation be en O.S. processes and occ nce sequences for 
system net may be expresser y means of the foElo 
3.2. Definition ( Compatibili 
indices in c (i.e., I = { 1,2,. . (L, if 0 is finite, t = NC if c is infinite, 
the set N\(O)). We shall say that (CT and T are compatible iff there is a ~ij~ction 
pos: E + I such that 
(1) VeE E: p(e)= tposqu, (pos ssible position for the Ia 
(2) Ve, e’E E: e<e’*pos(e ) (the ordering is respected). 
This definition essentially means hat the sequence of transitions in u corresponds 
to the labelling of a total order of E compatible with N. It may happen that more 
than one bijection ‘pas’ satisfies the conditions. Definition 3.2 only concerns the 
transitions of a, but the correspondence may be extended to its markings as follows. 
3.3. Construction ( Correspondence between markings and B-cuts ). Let C = 
(S, T, F, MO) be a system net, 7r = (N, p) an O.S. process of Z, a an occurrence 
sequence of C compatible with 7r and ‘pos’ a possible position function between 
them. Define recursively C~ = Min( N) and ci = (q- ,\.( pas-‘( i))) u (pas-‘( i))’ for 
i E t (I as in Den&ion 3.2). 
3.4. Proposition (Correspondence b tween markings and B-cuts). With the notations 
used in DeJinition 3.2 and Construction 3.3 we hatte: 
(1) ViE I v (0): Ci is a B-cut; 
(2) ViE IV(O) VSE S: Mi(s)=Jp-‘(s)nCil; 
(3) ViEtu(O}:[Min(N),ci]nE={pos-‘(j)ljsi,jEI}; 
(4) B = Uic lu(0) G* 
Proof. Property 3.4(4) is easy to prove: Let b E B; either ‘6 = 0 and b E 
or ‘6 = {e} with e E E; but then, b E cpos(el, bydefinition. 
Properties (l), (2) and (3) may be proved by induction. 
(i = 0): Immediate from Definition 3.1( 1) and (5). 
(i - 1 + i): It is clear that ci c B. Let ei = pas-‘(i). First, we may prove that l ej C_ ci-- I.
Let bE’ei. If beci_1, then, as ci _* is a B-cut by indution hypot esis, either there 
is some b’E Ci-1: b < b’but then ei E [ ), ci- I] n E and, by induction hypothesis, 
3j s i - 1: ei = pas-‘(j) = PO?(i), cortradicting t 0s’ is 2% f~~cti~~? or 
b but then, with b” = {a}, e -C ej, pos( e) < i from Definition 3.2( 2) 
in(N), ci-J n E by induction hypothesis, wntradictin the acyclicity 
y, property (3) remains true for i; the same is true for (2), due to 
(2), 3.1(4) and the definition of ci. 
It is also rather easy now to verify that ci is still a co-set and 
due to the acyclicity of N, but this is slightly lengthy and we s 
curious reader (or consult [2] for a more detaiied proof). 
it is maximal, 
leave it to the 
Properties 3.4(l) and 3.4(2) essentially mean that the cd’s wrrespond to the 
successive intermediate markings of o while properties 3.4(3) and 3.4(4) express 
the fact that the ci’s cover, in some sense, the whole occurrence net N. 
Of course, Definition 3.2 only makes ense if E is finite or countable. This results 
from the following general iemma which will also be used later. 
(A wuntability lemma). Let G = (.X9 F), where F C_ X x X, be any graph. 
Suppose G is locally countable9 i.e., Vx E X: *x v x9 is countable, and suppose 3A G X 
such that 
(1) is countable, and 
(2) VXE x: x is (un rectedl’y) connected to A, ie., 3x’ E A: (x, x’) E (F u F-l)*. 
7hen X is also countable. 
efine recursively A0 = A and Ai = (Ai-lu Ai_, u’A&. By induction, we 
see that, due to the local countability of G, Vi: Ai is zountablp. The connectivity 
implies that X =UiEN Ai, whence the property. 0 
. Theorem (Occurrence sequence processes are countable and T-restricted). Let 
w = ( N, p) be an O.S. process of a (countable and T-restricted ) system net C. Then N 
nd T-restricted. 
I%oof. oose A = Min( N). Since G is countable, so is A on account of 3.1(3) and 
(5) an efinition 2.3( 1) of a marking. The connectivity results from the fact that 
Min( N) is a cut and the local countability is due to Definitions 2.6(l), 3.1(3), 3.1(4) 
and the countability of 2; consequently, Lemma 3.5 may be applied. The fact that 
N is T-restricted follows from the T-restrictedness of C and axioms 3.1(3), 
3.1(4). q 
In the following, we shall not really be concerned with the actual nature of the 
conditions and the events in a process. Consequently, we shall not distinguish 
isomorphic processes, i.e., such that there is a bijection between their nodes which 
resnt-‘tts both the partial order and the labelling function; if desired, this can be 
achieve y choosing for and E (subsets of) the same conventional (and countable) 
ground sets of conditions and events. 
With this precaution, we may introduce the folio finition. 
3.8.. e II-sets and th 
(1) Let a be an occurrence se 
n( (I) = {n 1 r is an O.S. process of 2 compatible 
(up to isomo~hism). 
(2) Let TV be a process of 6; then 
Lin( a) = (01 u is an occurrence sequence of X compatible with n}. 
We shall now define a construction by which processes can be d 
occurrence sequences. This construction captures the idea that a pro 
from the initial cut by repeatedly appending events representing transition occur- 
rences to conditions representing the pre-sets of these transitions. Thus, for example, 
the processes shown in Fig. l(c) may be viewed as having ‘grown’ in this way from 
the occurrence sequence shown in Fig. l(b). 
3.9. Construction (Derivation of processes from occurrence sequences). Let C = 
(S, r F, MO) be a system net and let c = Mat, Ml . . . be an occurrence sequence of 
C. To u we associate an object 7~ = (N, p) (which will turn out to be an O.S. process 
of 1~ as follows: We construct successively embedded Iabelied occurrence nets 
(Ni, pi) = (Bi, Ei, 4, pi) where pi : Bi LJ Ei + S u T, by induction on i. 
(i=O): Define EO= FO = 0 and BO as containing, for each s E S, (s) distinct 
conditions 6 with po( b) = s (this defines p. as well). 
(i+ i+ 1): Suppose (Ni, pi) = (Bis Ei, Fi, pi) has been constructed. For each s E 
.ti+* we choose a condition b(s) E Max( Ni) rip,‘((); then we add a new event e 
with pi+*(e) = ti+l and (b(s), e) E I;l,+l for all s E ‘ti+lm Ak, for each s 
a new condition b’(s) with pi+l(b’(s))=s and (e,b’(s))t F+l. For X,YE 
Pi+l(X)=pi(x) and ( XV_V)~ Fi @ (X,Y)E Fi+l* CF is finitr.\, say IO-/= n, then thk 
construction stops at i = n, and we put n = ( ,p,.J. If O- is infinite, then we put 
w=CUi Bi,Ui Ei,Ui Fi,Ul pi)* 
In order to show that this construction makes ense, we 
aW%) npl”(s)) Z: 0. 
sults from the fact that Mi enables ti+l and from the folio 
0 (Correctness of C 
-cati corresponding to 
Prop0sition 3.4, it is purely routine to check t 
property. Cl 
Con:;truction 3.9 is nondeterministic because, in eneral, there may be more than 
one b i,l Max( Ni) n pf’(s). For example, both processes shown in Fig. l(c) can be 
constructed from the occurrence sequence shown i
The fact that Construction 3.9 yields only O.S. ay be expressed as 
follows. 
(Construction 3.9 yields O.S. processes). with the notations of Con- 
structioa 3.9: 
(0 7r is ~tl 0.~. 
(2) u is cornpat 
(3) II(cr) = (~1 “CT may bs eonslrwted Constmction 3.9). 
f. It is routine to check the properties from Definition 3.1 for T, as well as for 
in(N) = Min( Ni) = Min( IV,,) is a B-cut by construction; 
has been constructed uring step i, [Min( ), e] contains only nodes 
re so that (E n [ Min( A!), e]1 s i; 
S and p(E) =LJi p(&) s T; 
the local conformity and the initia! marking conformity result immediately from 
the construction. 
To see that o is compatible with IT, one may simply notice that, 
all e f E: pos(tr) = number of the step at which e has been constr 
3.2( 1) and 3.2(2) are trivially satisfied. 
efining for 
properties 
A converse of eorem 3.11 s namely the fact t d 
Construction 3.9 ma 
II 0,s. processes can be the result of Constru 
F; p) be aii w. pr0eess of 
mere is a numbering =2 ie,, e2,. . .) SWh thlt ej 
From each numbering satisfy ( 1 ), one may construct an occurrence s quence 
oofzco 
Lin( 7r) = crin be constructed from ( 1) and (2)). 
Proof. (1): If N has a finite set of events, since =S = F* is a partial ordering on E, 
it is well known that it is possible to number the efements of E in such a manner 
that E={e,,e,,..., etEI}, and ej -C ei in N implies j e i; i.e., there is a total ordering 
compatible with the given partial ordering (any topological sort will give such an 
ordering). 
It remains to settle the case in which E is infinite; it is here, of course, that 
property 3.1(2) comes into piay. First, recall that, by Theorem 3.6, N is countable. 
Because E is countable, we may put E = (el,, ei, . . .}. Let us define sets of events 
Ei (ial) by 
early, Ei 5 tiii+l and E =Ui31 Ei sinceVi2 1: e:E 
N), eJ]) and each of the corn 
respect the restriction of the part 
the whole set E = (e, , e2, . . .} respecting t
‘s are finite sine 
sets of this union is finite 
sively). 
and j e i (since the partial numberings are done succes- 
aim, we may define sets co,. . . 9 
with respect to F): 
CO= in(N) and ~~=(c~-~\‘&~ef for IS+A 
(the fact that ci c_ B results from Definitisn 3. I( 1) and the definition of the Ci’s). 
claim that the q’s are I,***, ei}, and that *ei G Ci-1 
for@SiGn. 
the one we used to prove 
Proposition 3.4( 1) an ) so that we shall not re 
with -r 
completes the 
of C wirich is compatible 
(31. If o E Lint w), then the bijection ‘pas” in Definition 3.2 gives a possible 
Theorem 3.13( 1) and it may be noticed that Construction 3.6 
exactly corresponds to the one used in provin Theorem 3.13(2) above. 
eorems 3.11 and 3.13 imply that the occurrence-sequence process axioms in 
ition 3.1 define ex ctly the same class of behaviours as the inductive approach 
ed from Definition 2.5 and Construction 3.9 does. Later (in Sections 4 and 
5) we shall consider different bus meanin ful process axioms for which this is no 
r true. 
end this section, we strengthen e correspondence between occurrence se- 
uences and o.s, prowesses by listin a few more preperties concerning their 
relationship. 
) be a system net, w = ( 
) is the restriction of 
t&ion of TT to the nodes 
Roof, (I 1): It is routine to check that &(c, IT) satisfies the axioms of Definition 3.1. 
(2): May be proved by induction on n = jE R [ in( N j, c]i. if n = 0, e = 
and the ~r~~e~~ results from axiom 3.1(S). If n > 0, let e be an extrema~ event of 
&( c, n), Le., such that --Cle’ E E n [ in( IV), c]: e -C e’ (such an extremaf event al 
exists due to the finiteness of the event set in &( c, n j j; it is easy to see that e 
‘en c =8 and c’= (c\e’) u ‘e is a reachable B-cut with n - 1 events in &EC’, TF); 
then, from the induction hypothesis, Vs E S: 1 p-‘( s j A c’l < 00 and 3.15( 2) results 
from the iocal-conformity axiom 3. t (4 j. 
(3): This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3. U(2). 
(4): It is easy to see, from ~onst~ction 3.3 and ~oposition 3.4 or by induction 
on n, that VSES: M”(§)=l~-‘(sjncl= oreover, if pas, is a bije~ti~~ for 
q and pos2 is a bijection for CT mediate that the position fmction 
‘pas’ defined by 
pos( e) = 
{ 
posk) 
n + post(e) otherwise 
is a bijectiou for CT respecting ~e~niti~n 3.2. 
Property 3.15( ) atbws a reci 
9 02 E. 
notions have also b 
. 
L&t be the marking corresponding to c; it is reachable by Theore 
c a.ld l e, A *ez = 0, it is now clear m axiom 344) that p(e, j and 
(e2) are concurrently enabled under M. 
2) Since M is a re marking, there is an occurrence se 
tLMfl such that 
y Construction 3.9, Proposition 3.10 and e know that (fr is 
compatible with OS. process ?r = (h&p) of p: and that 
NQW, since tl and t2 ate co 
wo distinct events e, and ezr 
connected to two disjoint sets of conditions in 
new, appropriately abefled conditions atisfyi 
is trivially an O.S. process of C compatible with the occurrence sequence u’= 
Mot’, . . . tI,M1,M’r,M” such that (e,, e,)~co. III _ 
8. 
The notion of an occurrence s-- ,,,ence may be genemlised to that of a step sequence 
[13,28]. The idea is to allow the simultaneous occurrence of not just a single 
transition but a set CL trantiitions which are concurrently enabled in the sense of 
efinition 3.18. As long as such sets are finite, then (for the purpose of our 
investigations) this may not be regarded as an essential generalisation of the notion 
of an occurrence sequence since finitely many concurrent evet‘is may be simulated 
by a sequence. However, if one allows infinitely many concurrent event occurrences 
in one step, then, as we shall show in this section, the class of behaviours i  properly 
extended. 
The case of infinitely many concurrent event occurrences may arise either in 
infinite nets or if one allows infinite markings (i.e., generalising Definition 2.3( 1)). 
We shall d&zy the consideration of infinjte markings until the next section. The 
n is devoted to analysing a set of process axioms which corresponds 
rices in the same way as the axioms 3.1 correspond to occurrence 
sequences. We shall proceed as follows. First, the step process axioms will be defined. 
Then we shall define step sequences and a construction to derive step processes 
from step sequences in analogy to Construction 3.9. The main result of this section 
will be an equivalence result which is analogous to the one proved in the previous 
section. We shall also prove some additional properties. 
TO formulate the axioms we first need the following property concerning occur- 
rence nets. 
The c-discreteness property requires that all elements of C have a ‘finite distance’ 
to c. Figure 3 illustrates this definition. To see that the net shown in 
consider the event x; for any II E N a line 1 can be fou 
4.2. Definition ( The step process axioms). Let C = (S, T, F, MO) be a system net, 
N = (B, E, F’) an occurrence net and p: B u E + S u T a labelling of N The pair 







Min( N) is a B-cut of N; 
N is Min( N)-discrete; 
PWk s, PWk T; 
VeE E VSES: F(s,p(e))=lp-‘(s)n’el~ F(p(e),j)=lp-‘(s)ne’i; 
VsG: M&)=lp-‘(s)nMin(N)I; 
VeE E VSES: Ip-‘(s)n[Min(N), e].l<m. 
The meaning of the axioms 4.2( I, 3,4,5) is the same as for O.S. processes. Axiom 
4.2(2) again means that all elements of N are finitely reachable from the initial cut 
Min( N), in :* sense to be made precise later. Axiom 4.2(6) essentially means that 
it will never be necessary to produce an infinite number of tokens on some place 
to reach some event, also in a sense to be made precise below. 
First we shall prove that the class of step processes is an extension eC the class 
of 0.s. processes. 
4.3. Theorem (0.~. processes are step processes). Let C = (S, T ) be a system 
net and let rr = ( N, p) = ( B, E, F’, p) be an O.S. process of Z: Then w is also a step 
process of 2. 
Axioms (l), (3), (4) and (5) are identical. Axiom 4.2(2) is a uence 
p-‘(s) n [Min( N), e]’ = U (p-‘(s) n e’* 1 e’E E n [Min( N), e]} 
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which is finite due to the finiteness of E n[Min( N), e] (by Definition 3.1(2)) and 
to the local conformity 3.1(4). c3 
Ihe extension isstrict, as shown in Fig. 4. There is clearly no occurrence sequence 
that can generate the process hown in Fig. 4. For example, an attempt XX,X~ . . . fails 
to include transition x’. If one adopts the step process axioms as mea 
Fig. 4 is a first example of a behaviour whiGn can be described by 
but not with occurrence seque;jces. Notice, for instance, that one would like to call 
the initial marking MO of the net show in Fig. 4(a) to be (nontrivially) reproducible 
in terms of partially ordered behaviour. However, there is no occurrence sequence 
of nonzero length that reproduces MO. Also, the definition of [ MO) given by Definition 
2.5(3) is inadequate if one adopts the step process axioms. 
Step sequences, however, are able to hanile the situation depicted in Fig. 4 if we 
allow the set of transitions (x, , x2, . . . } ts occur ‘in one step’. The process hown 
in Fig. 4 then consists of (at least) three steps. We shall define step sequences next. 
4.4. DefinWm (Step sequences semantics). Let C = (S, T, F, MO) be a system net, M 
a marking of (S, T, F) and : T + N a bag or multiset (i.e., a set with multiplicity: 
Vt E T: &(b) is the number of times t is in the bag) of transitions. We shall suppose 
that &‘(N’) # 8, i.e., the bag is not empty. 
(1) M concurrently enables the transitions of the bag &-, iff 
(a) VsfS:C,,.(F(t,s) * &(N<m; 
(b) Vsf S: C,,,(F(s, t) * B,(t))< M(s). 
a 
Fig. 4. A step process which is not an O.S. process. (a) A system net. (b) A step process of (a). 
Sequential and concurrent bekaoiour in Petri ntlt themy tot 
(2) M’ is produced from by the concurrent occurrence of all transitions in 
BO iff M concurrently enables BO and 
this will be called a step, denoted by M [ BO) 
is a step sequence iff Wi 3 I: 
It may be noticed that th s definition is more general than in [13] where a 
supplementary disjunction condition on the input and output places of the comer- 
t transitions was used, and in [28] where only finite bags were considered. We 
need this generality in order to get the full sequential correspondence of step 
processes. 
Condition 4.4(l)(a) may also be expressed as Vs E S: I’s n B, I( )I < 00. It essen- 
tially means that the concurrent occurrence of the transitions cerned will not 
induce an infinite marking in any place, rendering the right-hand side of 
4.4(l)(b) well defined. This condition may be dropped if the transitions in the bag 
(i.e., B,‘(N+)) have no output places in common, or if the bag Ba is finite (i.e., 
1 B,‘(N+)l c 00). 
ces with infinite steps may not be reduced to occurrence sequences 
(as seen from Fig. 4); in some sense, they correspond to a special kind of transfinite 
occurrence sequences. 
We shall now extend the main definitions ard properties developed in Section 3 
to the cask of step processes and step sequerces. As the proofs are essentially the 
same, we shall not go into the details but v e shall point out the main differences 
and delicate points. 
The relation between step processes and step sequences can be expressed as 
follows. 
4.5. Definition (Correspondence between step sequences and step processes). Let C = 
(S, T, E, MO) be a system net, rr = (N, p) = (B, E, F’, p) a step process of C and 
~=MoBlM,...BiMi.mm a step sequence of C (where i E I, I as in Definition 3.2). 
u and ‘it will be said to be compatible iff there is a surjective position function 
pos: E + I such that 
(1) VtE TV~E I: Ipos-‘(i)qp-‘(t)J= Bi(t); 
(2) We, e’ E E: e X e’ * pos( e) < pos( e’). 
Clearly, ‘pos’ may no longer be postulated as injective: for an event e, pos( e) 
yields only the appropriate bag which contains p(e). Similarly to Construction 3.3 
and Proposition 3.4, this correspondence xtends to places and markings. 
etween B-cuts and markings). Let2 = (S, T, 
be a system net, T a step process of Z, cr a step sequence of C 
cmpatible with m abld QOS a subjection from E to I as in DeJinition 4.5. If we define 
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recursively co - -Min(N) andci =(ci_,\‘(pos-‘(i)))v(pos-‘(iS)‘fori~ I., then wehave 
that 
(1) Vidu(O}: Ci is a B-cut and VSES: M,(s)=~~-‘(s)~c~ 
[ Min( N), Ci] n E = Ujs i pas-‘(j); 
(2) B = Uielu(o) G* 
f. Very similar to the proof of Proposition 3.4; the main difference is that 
pas-‘(i) is no longer a single event so that we have to consider any e, E 
get the property. III 
Also, we have the T-restrictedness and countability properties. 
4.7. Theore tep processes are T-restricted and cou able). If It = ( 3, p) is a step 
process of a restricted, countable) system net 6, then is T-restricted and countable. 
roof. This is again an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.5 and of the process 
axioms. In fact, one simply has to notice that the proof of Theorem 3.6 only uses 
axioms common to O.S. processes and step processes. q 
efinition ( 7&e sets 217 and Step). Let C be a system Plet, 7r a step process of 
C and (r a step sequence of C. We shall define H?(o) = {a] ‘CT is compatible with 
U} (up to isomorphism) and Step(r) = {CF 1 u is compatible with P}. 
We may now proceed to define an analogon of Construction 3.9. 
4.9. Construction (Derivation of step processes from step sequences). Let C = 
(S, T, F, MO) be a system net and let o = MoB,M, . . . be a step sequence of 2 
To o we associate an object n (whi& will turn out to be a step process of 2) as 
follows. We construct successively embedded labelled occurrence nets (Nf, pi) = 
(B:, E:, F:, pi) where pi: B: u E: + S u K by induction on i. 
(i =0): Define E&= Fh = 0 and Sk as containing, for each s E S, MO(s) distinct 
conditions b with pO(b) = s (this defines p. as well). 
(i + i + 1): Suppose (N:, pi) = (B:, E:, F:, pi) has been constructed. For each ti+l E 
‘) we do Bi+ I( ti+l) times the following: 
+l we choose a condition b( sJ E ax( N!) rip,“((), distinct from 
the already chosen ones, 
we add a new event P with pi+*(e) = ti+l and (b(s), e)E F:,,, for all SE l ti+l , 
for each s E t* i+l we add a new condition b’(s) with pi+l( b’( s)) = s and (e, b’(s)) E 
Fi+,. 
For x,yE :U E:, P,+*(X) =P,(X) and (x, Y)E F:ej(x, y) E F:+,. 
If u is finite, say “1, then the construction stops at step n and we put 
e may formulate the followin 
JO. (Construction 4.9 yields step 
struction 4.9. 
is a B-cut correspon 
s)l = ]Max( NE) n p-‘( s,l; 
) i.e., VS ~2 S: 
(3) 0 is compatible with W; 
(4) w may be const~~t~d by Co~s~~&tion 
roof. The proof is essentially the same as for Proposition 3.10 and Theorem 3.11; 
the main difference is that here we have to prove that v satisfies Definition 
and (6) instead of axiom 3.1(2). 
First, suppose x E B’u E’ and let i be the number of the s ep at which x has been 
constructed: x E B: u Ei; it is easy to see that for all lines I of N’: 
and Min( IV’)-discreteness follows. 
Next, let e E E’ and s E S; let i be the number of the step at ivhich e has been 
constructed: e E Ei. It is easy to see that 
p-‘(s) n [Min( IV’), e]’ c U p-‘(s) n Max(N,I), 
j=Si 
and axiom 4.2(6) results from Theorem 4.10( 1). q 
A reverse property may be formulated as follows. 
4.11. Theorem (All step processes may result from Construction 4.9). Let C = 
(S, r E MO) be a system net and let w = ( IV’, p) = (B’, E’, F’, p) be a step process of 
2. Then there is a step sequence 0 of C such that T may be obtainedjtom v by means 
of Construction 4.9 (and is hence compatible with 7r due to Theorem 4.10(3)). 
Proof. First, let us define 
VnEN+: EL= eEE’ 
{ I 
max {][Min(N’), e]nZnE’I}=n 
line I of N’ 
(a similar construction has been considered in [ 111, in a slightly different come 
Due to Min( IV’)-discreteness, we have E’= Unz, EL, since 
][Min(N’),e]n1(=2*I[Min(N’),eJnInE’(~n(e). 
Moreover, 
VnH: Ek#@ + Visn: Ei#0 
sinceifn>lande,<e,+- -C e, is a chain of maximal length in 
i-02: e,c El. 
Iso, if e, E E:, ej E E; and e, -C ej, then, trivially, i <j since all chains to ei may 
ed to ej; consequently, Vi: E i is a co-set. 
Unfortunately, we may not use the nonempty sets E: directly to define concurrent 
bags, i.e., steps, with the formula 
E:+ Bi: tlte~ T: Bi(t)=!p-“(t)n E: 
since, as shown in Fig. 5, it may happen that B,(t) = a~ an 





Fig. 5. A step process with unsuitable E:. (a) Asystem net. (b) A step process of (a) where E’, = ix,, x2,. . .) 
does not correspond to a step due to Definition 4.4( I )(a) and ES = {x, x, . . .) corresponds to an infinite 
function I&. 
The situation may be recovered, however, by using a techniqire similar to the one 
used in the proof of Theorem 3.13( 1); it is here also that axiom 4.2(6) will play a 
crucial r6le. Since, by Theown 4.7, M’ is countable, we may pu: f = {e, e2 . . .}. 
Let us define, recursively, 
‘), ei]n E’)\IJ Ej for ia 1. 
j<i 
= (’ /jsi [Min(N’), ej])n E’and E’=uj,, Ej (u=disjoint union). 
, let ‘us define E{ = Ei n EJ for j 6 n. Some (or all) of these sets may 
be empty, but we have Ei = ujsn E_i. Let us number successively the nonempty 
co-se { for increasing i and (secondarily) increasing j: Ed ? E?, . . .; i.e., if E&, = E-$, 
Ebiz = and I-;, < kz, then either i, < i2 or i, = i2 A j, <jl We claim that the corre- 
sponding functions Biy defined by 
VtE T: Bi(t)=IEinp-‘(t)l 
s and define a st , M, B2.. . comrjatible with T. The proof 
notice that this also implies that 
for some i E f and t E T, then, b 
CrET F(t, s) * Bi(t)=~~ 
As usual, let us define the cuts c,= in( N’) and Ci = (ci i) u ~1. We wish to 
prove that the Ci’s correspond to the in ediate markin 
then ci corresponds to O and if i>O (while not being 
the e-sequence), then the markin 
to ci. The pro induction on i. 
is trivially true. 
(i+ i+ 1): The property stilts from the varieus efinitions and constructions 
used, like in Theorem 3.13, and consequently, we shall not o into the details here, 
except to mention that we moreover have to prove that if Bi+l exists, then ci, t 
corresponds to a ‘true’ marking: VSE S: Mj+&) = lp-‘fs> /I c~+,I < 00. 
Now, suppose tisat ei+l = E:; from the construction, it resuits that 
and 
G-l-1 G U [Min(N’), eh] XJ co 
&Sk > 
Ip%) n Ci+,I s C (Ip-‘(s)n[Min(N’), eA]‘(+IP-‘(s)nMin(N’)l) 
hsk 
which is finite due to Definition 4.2(4) and (6). q 
Let us notice that the step sequence so constructed is finite or infinite, depending 
on whether (3m E N Vi > m: Ei = 0) or not. Note also that Theorem 4.11 is not a 
complete analogon of Theorem 3.13, the reason being that the construction applied 
in the proof of Theorem 4.11 may not yield all step sequences compatible with 7t, 
as shown by the example in Fig. 6: E’, = E, and the construction will give the 
occurrence sequences only but not the step sequence (a~)[ &(a~). 
Fig. 6. An example for which the construction does not yield all step sequences. (a) A system net. 
(b) A step process of (a). 
Theorems 4.10 and 4.11 express the fact that the step process axio 
the same class of behaviours as does the inductive approac 
4.4 and Construction 4.9. 
There are ako analogous results characterizing the reachable 
recess, as in Sectio und in [3]. 
Finally, it may be asked whether the generalitv introduced by t 
.4) is really necessary; for instance, could the same jcb be 
sequences that contain each transition at most once? The answer is 
a counterexample has been given in [3]. 
Lt is clear (and, in fact. we shall prove a stron er result in Section 6 
for finite system nets, OS. processes and step processes are t 
4.2(6j disappears. Therefore, and on intuitive grounds (because 4.2(6) 
cated axiom which we would like to ignore if ssible), one may co 
of process axioms 4.2 when axiom 4.2(6) is drop ; then the set of axiom 
in [2] is obtained. We may wonder if a general inductivt interpretation may be 
attached to the more general class of processes o obtained; the answ iven in 
this section, is positive, but at the price f allowing both infinite ma gs and 
infinite bags, Le., transitions occurring infinitely often concurrently to themselves. 
ructure of this section will follow the same pattern as that of Sections 3 
irst the general process axioms will be defined. Then the generalised step 
sequences will be introduced. Finally, their relationship will be given. 
ition (General processes). Let C = (S, T, F, M,) be a system net, N = 
(B, E, F’) an occurrence net an p:BuE+SuT alabellingof N. 
(N,p)=(B, !!f9 F”,p)iscalleda step process, 0; generalyrc 
for short, iff 
(1) Min( N) is a B-cut of N; 
(2) N is Min( N)-discrete; 
(3) pl(Bjc Ss pWjc T; 
(4) VefEVsES: F(s,p(e))=jp-‘(s)n’el~F(p(e),s)=lp-’(s)ne’ 
(5) Vs E S; M,(s) = ]p-‘(s) n Min( N)I. 
e extc-Gon is effective, as shown by Fig. 7. The process hown in 
a step process ince [ Min( A!), t’]’ contains infinitely many labels so. In 
before reaching t’ an infinite number of tokens will have to be produced on the 
place sOa Consequently, we should here allow infinite or generalised ma 
already done, for example, 
(Generulised markings). Let N = (S, T, F) be a net. is a generalised 
:s+ v {*I= 
Quitiey, however, if we want to allow kinite ste 
. . . 
. l . 
. . . 
Fig. 7. A process which is not a step process. (a) A system net. (b) A general process of (a). 
Fig. 8. An infinite step in a net with generalised marking. (a) A system net with a generaliseci initiai 
marking. (b) A general process of (a). 
with respect to the generalised initial marking but we may not specify ‘the’ (gen- 
eralised) marking resulting from its occurrence, since (s) = Qc = c,, TO F(s, 0 so 
that M,(s) + c,, TO (F( t, s) - F(s, 1)) is undefined. 
The solution is to accept that generatised steps only define a relation 
generalised markings, and not necessarily a function as was the cease previously, 
Consequently, it will, in general, no longer be possibIe to derive a f:111 generafised 
step sequence from the initial marking and the sequence of its b 
owever, this generalisation is easily accommodate 
sequences instea of their restrictions to transitions. 
neralised step sequence semantics). Let G = ( S9 T, F$ 
mxalised ma&in of C and &: 
transitions. We shall suppose that E,‘(O) f T (i.e., th 
(1) M[ B&W is a generaked step iff 
(a) for all SE S: CIET (F(s, t) 
transitions of the bag), 
(b) fot all s E S: 
(S)+r,,T(F(t, ++I~, 0) 10) 
M’(s) = 
if C,E T VU 0 3 a* 
ny value 3 CJ, T (F( t, s 
1 otherwise. 
(2) &B,M& l -. is a generalised step sequence iff Vi 3 1: 
Let us notice that in these defktions, y be a generalised initkl 
as well, so that C may be a ‘gemalised’ system net. 
markin 
5.4. Definitioa (Coms~nbencs twem generalbed step sequences and pm 
cesses). Let G = (S, T, F, MO) b net, 4f=(N’,P)= 
(B’, E”, F’, p) a general process of G . ..a general&d step 
sequence of C (where if I). CT and v will be said to be compatible iff there is a 
surjective position function pas: E” + 
(1) WE TWE I: \p&(i)np--“(t) 
.9. Another process w process. (a) A syste ) A process of(a). 
53. enerai process stricted and coun 
a general process of a ( T-restricted, ecvntable) general&es system net, then N is also 
T-restricted and countable. 
Proof. This is a in an immediat consequence of Lemma 3.5 and the process 
axioms; the proof is the sdtne ds for Theorem 3.6. tL1 
5.6. Tkorem (Inductive construction o neral processes). Let Yr be a generalised 
system net and let u be a generalised st sequence of 2. Then we may construct a
general process v of C such that CT is compatible with 7t. 
Elements of p-f. The construction and the proof are very similar to the ones used 
in Construction 3.9, Proposition 3.10, Theorem 3.1 I, Construction 4.9 and Theor :m 
4.10. 
The main difference in the construction is that, at step i, 
0 if Mi-l(s)=m=C,,,(F(s, t)* Bi(t)) and xfET(F(t,s)* Bi(t)jI”a# Mi(s), 
then we have to use ail the conditions in p-‘(s)n Max(Nj_,) but (Mj(s) - 
C,,#(t* s) * 
l if Mi-l(s)=m=C,,r(F(~, t) * Bi(t)) and&,* (F(t, S) * Bi(t))#a= Mi(s), then 
we have to split the infinite set p--‘(s) n Max(N:_,) into two infinite subsets and 
use all of the conditions of one of them. 
The Min( N’j-discreteness, the other axioms and the compatibility immediately 
result from the construction. r7 
5.7. Theorem (All processes may be derived inductively). Let 2 be 
system net and let w be a general process of C. Then we may construct 
step sequence u of 2 such that w may be the result of the constructioti in 
applied to B (and hence, in particular, a is compatible with TT). 
The proof may easily be deduce 
use the co-sets E: to define sppropriate bags, the 
pos’ function since t nite 
eorems 5.6 ajld 5.7 e 
we examine an im 
us sectioons va  
( hft%S 
nisation iR Vt E T: 
net (S, T, F) is of finite 
This property is relate 
nite synchronisation, then all of its processes 
of their conditions being satisfied 
oftWe 
net of jinite synchronisation. 
lent with the two 
3 that, for any system net 2, TV is an 
oreover, it is clear that if n is 
5. I(2) ~m~~~es axiom 3.1(Z) if the other common axioms are satisfied. 
nite synchronisation is
Fig. 10(b). 
Fig. IO. Finite synchronisation versus bmnded nondeterminism. (a) Unbounded nondet 
b) f&Ate synchmnisation. 
7. 
us far, the relations 
aged in a general w 
defined by occurrence sequences is more restticted 
oset shown the 
has at least one linearisation which is an occurrence sequence. 
However, these results leave open several questions concerning the details of the 
relationship between processes and occurrence sequences. For instance, 
observe that the correspondence between them, as defined 
relation Definition 3.2, is far from being bijective in general; th 
examples (later in this section) and by the nondetermi istic aspects of Coust~ctions 
3.13. Now, one may wonder if there are classes of esses and occurrence 
sequences correspondin uniquely to each other; w 
gerties of processes and occurr 
is is the problem we shall now face. 
erving that there are t etween aprocess 
sequence in Lin(rrr). the fact that a 
process determines a partial ordering on the set of 3ts events and conditions, while 
an occurrence sequence determines a linear ordering on the set of transition (posi- 
tions) and the markings it contains. erence is the fact that in m, the 
individualities of several tokens on may be distinguished while an 
occurrence sequence provides no mea ish tokens on the same place. 
Construction 3 refiects this by the fact that it is nondeterministic. Consequently, 
different processes may correspond to the same sequence, as illustrated by Fig. 1. 
Other examples, to be given later in this paper, show that two processes which 
correspond to a single sequence may be very gravely different. 
Let us study these two points of difference etween occurrence sequences and 
processes in more detail. Obviously, we shall have to restrict our discussion to 
system nets of finite synchronisation since no general connection between sequences 
and processes could otherwise be assumed. 
to system nets of jinite synchronisation). Throughout Sec- 
will denote a (countable and T-restricted) system net of 
finite synchronisation with a nongeneralised initial marking. 
If 8 process 7r conta ns two concurrent events, then one ma find two sequences 
two transitions corresponding to these two events appear in 
re concurrently enabledqby the marking preceding them (the 
two sequences m equal if the two events have the same label). This suggests 
ate occurrence sequences which differ only in the order of neighbouring 
concurrently enabled transitions. 
E. on occurre sequences). Let a,, o2 be occurrence 
1 tFu12 and o2 = 02, t’lM,to,, such that 
azl ) concurrently enables t and t’. 
In some way, the relation =O is intended to ca 
absent in the occurrence sequences; CO-related sequences could be interpreted as 
denoting ‘a same concurrent behaviour’. onsider Fig. 11; all three occurrence 
sequences shown in Fig. 11 (b) are related t he same concurrent beh 
the process hown in Fig. 1 l(c). The sequences of and cr3 shown in Fi 
not in one but in two neral, tinerefore, one is int 
reflexive and transitiv 
owever, the rellexive and transitive closure of =O may be insu cient for infinit 
occurrence sequences. To appreciate this problem, consider Fi . 12. me two occur- 
rence sequences 01~) o2 of Fig. 12(b) should intuitively be =:-related because they 
arise from each other through exchanging neighbouring, concurrently enabled 
transitions (and have a common associated process, as shown in Fi 




Illustration of the meaning of = g. (a) A system net. (b) Three occurrence sequences 
omitted). (c) A process. 
61 = xyxyxy . . . 
02 = yxyxyx . . . 
(a) (b) 
X Y X 
a a a 
(markings 
Fig. 12. illustration of the definition of ~0”. (a) A system net. (b) Two infinite occurrence sequences 
(markings omitted). (c) A process of (a) contained in 17(cr,)nfl(02). 
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conversely. We should like to iterate =O-exchanges *infinitely often’, but in a ‘fair’ 
way in order not to lose transitions; for instance, in the example shown in Fig. 12, 
we do not wish to push away the y’s infinitely far so as to obtain a sequence 
only x’s In order to express this in terms of finite applications of =@, we pro 
the definition which follows. 
7.3. Definition ( The equivalence ~0” on sequences). Let c1 an 
sequences of 2. 
(i) Let n E N; then o1 ,,= o2 iff o1 = m2 or 30, wl, w2: Ial = n and ol = m 2nd 
a2 = ow2 and wl, w2 are either both infinite or have the same finite length. (This 
means that ol, 0, have equal lengths and agree on the prefix of length n; if they 
are shorter than n, then they must be equaj. altogether.) 
( ) ii ~7~ =Fg2 iff VnEN 3ai, 0;: (U&U; and &=uz and u2=zu5 and 
I 
(1’2, = a,). 
In other words, ul ~0” a2 ifI, for any arbitrarily long prefix, u1 can be 
-transformed into another sequence us that agrees with u2 on that prefix, and 
vice versa. When applied to finite sequences, 10” comes to the same as =$. 
7 eorem (Correctness of Definition 7.3). = 0” is an equivalence on the set of 
occurrence s quences of 2. 
Proof. Only the transitivity for infinite sequences poses any problems. Assume 
VI =;u2, u-2= 0”~~ (ul , a,, u3 infinite) and n E N. We prove 30: ul =$ u h u,, = a3 
(the other half of the proof being symmetrical). By uz =cu3, 3~5: a2 =$ us and 
I 
UZn = u3. That is, there are sequences rl, . . . . 7 m:uz =T1h7,=U;hTjEfJTj+l (lSj< 
m). Let q be a number such that the 7’s differ only at prefixes of length q; clearly, 
such a number exists and can even be taken 2 n. Because of u1 = 0” uz, 3~;: u1 = g ui 
and 4,=u2. 
Now the desired sequence u can be constructed as follows: first, u1 can be 
=$-transformed into aI and then ui can be transformed (as could u,, because ul, 
agrees with uz on the first q positions) into a sequence u that agrees with u$ on a 
prefix of length n: CT,, =ai (because q a n). Because of uin = 0, we also have 
0, =o*. III 
So far in our examples, two s =:-related whenever they were 
contained in the Lin-set of a comm e shall see below that this is always 
owever, the Lin-sets of processes by no means coincide with the 
valence classes. To see this we may consider Fig. 13(c),(d) depicts 
z1 ) r2 whose Lin-sets ove -equivalence class 
shown in Fig. 13(b) a (m), nor is it t 
in-set of any ot ionship between 
processes, their Lin-sets an 
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Fig. 13. Two processes whose Lin-sets overlap and are not =: -equivalence classes. (a) A system net. 
(b) A ~0” -equivalence class of occurrence sequences (markings omitted). (c) TT~, with Lin( ?rl) = 
(x2y, .u3.2,yx2). (d) 7r2, with Lin( nz) = (XJC, yxz, ~2x2. 
Now, in order to discover why distinct processes may have a common linearisation, 
let us have a closer look at why Construction 3.9 may lead to wl and 7r2 in Fig. 13 
from their common occurrence sequence xyz: the divergence occurs when adding 
an event labelled by z since then we have the choice between two equally labelled 
conditions to connect it to. This means that besides the partial ordering aspect, one 
of the main differences between sequences and processes is that processes distinguish 
the individualities of several tokens on the same place while occurrence sequences 
consider them as indistinguishable. The = y -relation on processes will be introduced 
to abstract from this distinction. 
Its basic building block is a swup transformation which swaps the forward role 
of two conditions with the same label. 
nition ( The SWQP transformation). Let w = ( N, p) = (B, E, F’, p) be a process 
of C and let b,, b2 be two conditions of N wi”: the same label: p( b,) = p&d. ‘We 
define swap( w, b,, b2) = i3 = (B, E, p’, p) where 
I”(e, b) = F’(e, b); 
F’(b, e) ifb,#b$bz, 
&b, e) = F’(b,,e) ifb=b,, 
F’(b,, e) if b= b2. 
Sche 
b; or 5, = b2, then z z= $1. 
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bl 
Fig. 14. The ‘swap’ transformation. (a) If 4 = 8 f b; (or symmetrically). (b) If 
. 
6;#0#l& 
We may observe that ‘swap’ does not always give rise to a process. Rather, the 
following is true. 
7.6. Theorem (Characterisation f swap). Let ?T = (N, p) be a process of C and b,, 
bz two conditions of N with p( b,) = p( b,). Then swa?( W, b,, b,) a process of C is 
eguivalent IQ,,‘+ b, = b2 or b, and b2 are co-related in N. 
Proof. We shall use the notation of Definition 7.5. 
( *‘a”): It suffices to prove that if b, -C b2 (the case b2 < 5, being symmetrical), 
then the net ( B9 ;E, i’,> is not acyclic (so that 6 is not a process). If, in N, we have 
a configuration: b,+ e, + 0 l l + b2, then, by definition, in (B, E, p’) we have the cycle 
(“err): The property is trivially true if b, = b2 or b; = $4 = bi. Let us first show 
that if b, and b2 are co-related in N, then (B, E, $‘) is acyclic. If this is not the case I 
i.e., if there is a cycle in (B, E, i”), then it has to go through bl and/or through b2 
(otherwise it would also e present in N), so in (B, E, fi’) we have a configuration 
like 
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but then, initially in N, we must have had 
contradicting the fact that 6, and 6z are co-related in N or the fact that N is acyclic. 
Consequently, if 6, and 6z are co-related in N, then fi = (B, ES F’) still is an 
occurrence net. 
It is now routine to check that the various axioms of Definition 3.1 remain fulfilled. 
For instance: 
* Min( A> = Min( N), so that axiom 3.1(5) is still true; 
a if we have a finite chain from Min( N) to x in N going through bt, we have a 
ni:c cipain from Min( A> to x in fi going through bz, so :lat axiom 3.1( 1) is 
als5 true; 
E A [Min( fi), e] 
r(En[Min(N),e])u(En[Min(N),b,])u(En[Min(N),b,]), 
so that axiom 3.1(2) holds; 
l axiom 3.1(3) results from the fact that p is not modified; 
0 axiom 3.1(4) results from the fact that 6, and b2 have the same label. Cl 
We may also observe that ‘swap’ is symmetric in 6, and 6,: 
swap(=, 6, S 62) = swap(n; bz, b,), 
and that it is involutive: applying it twi cI with the same conartions 6, , b2 reconstructs 
the original process: swap(swap( m, 6, ,69, hat, from The 
6, and bz are co-related in w, then they are also co-related in swap( n; 
may now define = 1. 
7.7. Definition ( The relation =, for recesses). kc q, 3r2 be two processes of C: 
We shall say that rrl = 1 n2 iff 3bl, b2 conditions in rrl with the same labe! such that 
7~2 is (isomorphic to) swap( m,, 6, ,62). 
Due to the fact that ‘swap’ is involutive, it may easi y be seen that the relation 
= 1 is symmetrical: vl = I 7r2 e 7r2 = 1 7~~. As usual, = f will denote the reflexive and 
transitive closure of = l. 
iscussion on Fig. 13 suggests that there should 
* between ;he fact that two proeesses are = 1 - related and the 
occurrence sequences are the same, or =g- 
first have to generalise the =r- relation to infinite processes. This can be done in 
the same way as =$ has been g eneralised to infinite sequences in Definition 7.3 
and 1s achieved by the next definition. 
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ition ( TIke =F relation for processes). Let trl, n2 e two processes of 2. 
n1 =T n2 iff Preachable B-cut c2 of w2 
ci of ~ri such that 
and Preachable B-cut c1 o 
cut c; of ?r; such th 
That is, 7q =y w2 iff w2 can be derived from ml by applying the ‘swap’ operation, 
possibly ‘infinitely often’, in succession. Clearly, =‘;” reduces to = r for finite 
processes. 
Notice that the definition of =OD l on processes i formally similar to the definition 
of =o” on sequences. The proof that + l 1s indeed an equivalence is also similar 
(but technically more complicated). 
(Correctness of Definition ‘7.8). = F is an equivalence r lation on the 
processes of 2. 
Proof. Only the transitivity for in nite processes i questionable. Assume nl = F 9r2 
r3. Let c, be a reacha le B-cut of v3; we want to prove that 3process 
reachable B-cut cl, of “1 such that =I =r rr; and &cl,, n’,) = u(c,, v3) 
(the other half of the proof being symmetrical). 
Since n2 f 7 ?r3, E and 3~: reachable B-cut of ?ri such that 
w+: w2 and &(ci, mi) = &(c3, ; Iet {bi} be the finite set of conditions of 7~; 
involved in the tra If ?ri = ( N2, p2), let us define fi2 as 
the restriction of Nz to f Min( Nz), d] Uipi, with pi being [Min( N2), 6J’ if bi has a 
ssor, and [Min( Iv,), ‘bi]’ if bi has a predecessor but no successor, and fii being 
i is isolated. 
Now, with c,W =Max( fi2), it is easy to see that CT is a reachable B-cut of ?ri such 
that u(cl, rri) includes g (cl, P;) and there is a reachable B-cut c2 in 7r2 such that 
_Il(c,, n;)=+&(~~~ ?ri) and @(c2, n2)=fi( CT, 7~;); for the last point, one simply has 
to notice that, following the series of ‘swaps’ of bi, 6j leading from ~5 to 7r2, at 
each step, if bi and bj both have successors, then the modification only affects the 
part before the cut and we may keep it, while if only one of them has a successor, 
then the other one is on the cut and we have to replace it by the first one. 
Now, since =I = ;” m2, 3~; process of 2 and 3~: reachable B-cut of V; such that 
~1 =T sr;l and &(cy, my) = JJ(c,, .rrz); consequently, if we apply to JJ< cy, WY) and cy 
nd thus to ?T:) the same ==r -transformation that leads from &( c2, 7r2) and c2 to 
(CT, 74) and c,” (and thus from e shall end up with a process rri and 
-cut cl such that rI = $ rr: an 
side ?T;) of c: in 
1 partitions the set of processes of C into equivalence 
the main result of this section which states that the 
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=:-classes of occurrence sequences and th = y-classes of recesses of a 
system C are in bijection with each other. ore precisely, we intend to show that 
if ~fr and 7r2 are processes of C and curl E Lin( 7tl), o2 E Lin( n2), then 
e proof of this result requires several auxilia results. The first of these results 
states that finite occurrence sequences which e a common associated process 
are =$-related, and similarly, that event-finite processes (i.e., recesses whose event 
sets are finite) which have a comn ELI linearisation are = ;“e-related. 
7.10. Theorem (Common processes or sequences imply = ) 
0 i 
( ) ii 
Pmof. 
If err and u2 are two finite occurrime sequences qfC with lI( a,) n II(+) # 8, 
then 0, =$?.r2. 
If 7~~ and v2 are two etlent-Jjnite processes of C with Lin( gl) n Lin( 7~~) # 0, 
then ?r,+r2. 
(i): Let w = (N, p) be a process of C such that CF~, o2 E Lin( 7~). Let n be the 
number of events in W, a, = A&t, . . . t,M, and post is a corresponding position 
function, o2 = Mot ‘1 . . . t: ML and pos2 is a corresponding position function, and 
ml # 02 (otherwise the property is trivially true). Let i be the first index such that 
posl’( i) # posz’( i); we have i c n (otherwise o1 and a2 would be the same, or would 
not correspond to a same process). Let e2 = posz’( i), j = pos,( e2) and ei = posr’(k) 
fork=i,i+l , . . . , j - 1. Since pas, and pos2 are bijections, we have j > i; moreover, 
lVik E ii, j - i]: e2 and ei are co-related in N since if e2 -G eL, we would have, by 
Definition 3.2(2), j = pos,(e2) < pos,( e;) = k contradicting the fact that k s j - 1; if, 
however, e2 > ei we would have by Definition 3.2( 2): i = pos,( e2) > pos,( ei), contra- 
dicting the fact that pas,’ and posg’ are the same bijections before i. 
Now it is easy to see that, in uI, the jth transition (corresponding to e2) is 
concurrently enabled with the preceding one (corresponding to e,!_,), that we may 
commute them (getting a EO-related sequence, or the same one) and modify posI 
accordingly, and resume the construction j - i times, finally arriving at an occurrence 
sequence a;, = z-related to cl , and a corresponding bijection pas’, where Vh =G i:
pos’l-I( h) = pos;‘( h). 
By resuming the construction as often as necessary, we shall finally get a 
=$-transformation leading from o1 to u2. Hence, the property. 
(ii): This is an immediate consequence of the way m1 and r2 may be (t-e) 
ted from CT by Construction 3.9, as specified y Theorem 3.11(3): at eat 
to an isomorphism, the two constructio may differ only by t 
conditions for the new events. system is of finite syn 
means that there is a finite set of ‘swap’s that leads from one construction to the 
other. The property then results from the finite number of steps due to the finiteness 
ok. El 
Theorem 7.10 is valid also for imtpite occurrence sequences and for I 
processes with ~0” and = T. However, this extension will be implied by th 
result of this section so that we do not need to prove it here. e converses of 
Theorem 7.10 are not true. Figure 13 shows a counterexample to the converse of 
Theorem 7.10(i) since, in that figure, xzy and yzx are =&related but have no common 
process, while Fig. 15 shows a counterexample to the converse of Them 










b a b 
Fig. 15. Processes which are = r- related but have no common linearisation. (a) A system net. (b) Two 
processes of (a) which are =:-related but have no common linearisation. 
7.1 rem (Partial converse of Theorem 7.3 ‘3) 
(i) If wl, a2 are occurrence s quences of C and a, yp2, then L!(q) n II # 0. 
(ii) v7rl, ?r2 are processes ofC and 7~~ = 1 r2, then Lin( 7r,) n Lin( n2) # 0. 
(i): Let us suppose flI = at a2 = ot’M2tu’ where t and t’ are 
concurrently enabled at the final of cr, and let us follow a possible 
construction 3.9 for o1 and a,. For the first 1~~1 steps, as C, and + start with cr, we 
may use the same construction for both of them; let (NISI, pIUI) be the resulting 
process. At that point, as .M concurrently enables t and t’, we may choose for the 
next two steps the same two new events with the same disjoint input conditions in 
a$, so that their order of incorporation makes no difference on the net result 
nstruction again; t 
to c1 and oz. 
recess w = (N, p) common 
Fig. 16. Iiiustration of the proof of Theorem 7.1 I(i). 
(ii): Let us suppose that mz = swap( wl, br, b,). We know from Theorem 7.6 that 
b, co b2, and from Theorem 3.V that there is a reachable B-cut c containin 
b2, both in ?I~ and r2. 
Now it is easy to see that &(c, vl) = &(c, v~) and j&c, TQ)= fi(c, TV), so that if 
B is an occurrence sequence compatible with &(c, TQ) and a’ is an occurrence 
sequence compatible with fl( c, ml), then, from Theorem 3.15(4), CTCT’ is an occurrence 
sequence compatible with both 7~~ and v~. Cl 
The last result may, in fact, be used to prove the following stronger version of itself. 
7.12. Theorem (Stronger version of Theorem 7.11) 
0 i 
( ) ii 
If u, , 0, are occurrence sequences of Z, u1 =. 02, and hi E LUG,), then 3?r, E 
17(a,)n17(cr2): 7rl=fk2. 
If wl, v2 are processes of 2, 7rl = 1 n2, and Go E h( T,), then 3a2 E Lin( q) n 
Lin(7r2): cl =o”02. 
Proof. (i): If ml com2, then we may write mt = a:a and u2 = a$ such that al, and 
ai are finite occurrence sequences and ai = O ai; clearly, last( a’,) = first(m) = last( a;). 
By Theorem 7.1 l(i), there is an event-finite process v in n( a’,) n n( vi). Let c bc 
the reachable B-cut in 7rI corresponding to last( a’,), from some posI function between 
7~~ and the indices of a,; since al, E Lin( 7~) n Lin( &( c, wI)), from Theorem 7.lO(ii), 
we have a( c, ?rl) = T T. Moreover, by Theorem 3.16, fi(c, gI) E H(U), and we may 
append fi( c, ?r,) to v in such a way that we get a process v2, r2 = T r1 and, by 
Theorem 3.15, 7r2E A@,) n ll(az). 
(ii): Let us suppose that 7r2 = swap( n,, bl , 6,) and that pos, is a positicm furrction 
between wI and cl. We partition cl = a#’ by choosing al, such that Iu;I = 
max{p,, /32}, with pi = POS,(~;) if bi has a successor, pi = pos,(‘bi) if bi has a 
predecessor but no successor, and pi = 0 if bi is isolated (i = 1,2). That is, a{ contain 
(at least) all of the transitions corresponding t’o all in 
b2, so that the ‘swap’ affects only tne part of 2~ corre 
Let c be the reachable B-cut of n1 which corres 
let T; = (c, v,), TT = @(c, 7~); then al, E Lin( m;) a 
y=c if {b,,b2}rc or {b,,b2}nc=0, y=c\{b,}u{b,} if b,EcAb&c, and y= 
c\{ b2} v { 6,) if b2 E c A bl e c. With ?ri = swap( T;, b, , b,), we have c = 
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I?’ = Max( TV;), so that c’ is a reachable B-cut of n2, rr; = (c”9 fit) and w = 
y Theorem 7.1 l(ii), there is a finite occurrence sequence (or in Lin( a”,) ra Lin( d). 
By Theorem 7.10(i), we have al, =. *u since IT; E lI(a”,)n (a). Let u2 = uu;; then 
Up=(-) * u2 and, by Theorem 3.15, a2 E Lin( ?rl) n Lin( w2). 
We are now prepared to state and prove the main result of this section. 
7.13. eopem (Equivalence between = F-classes of processes and =F-classes of 
sequences). Let ul, a2 be occurrence sequ cewfZ:cnd1et q=(B,, E,, F,,p,) and 
m2 = (&, E2, F2,p2) be processes of C such that ml E II?(o,) and ?T+ Iit( 7hen 
UFO 2 % iff 7&%2. 
Proof. (“a”): We may assume u1 -=c v2. Suppose that c2 is a reachable B-cut of 
rrz; we wish to prove that there is a process ?r”, and a reachable B-cut c, of ?r’, such 
that fit = T nZ. and &(c,, ?T:) = (Q, v2). Suppose that posl and posz are two position 
s between wl, u1 an , cr2, respectively. 
Consider the number 
n = max(posJe) 1 e E Ez n [Min( mz), cJ} 
(ro is well defined because cz is reachable); n is so chosen that the n-prefix of u, 
contains all positions corresponding to events below c2. By u1 =ZU~, there is a 
sequence u), such that uI =$ ub, and CT: n = u,, so that we may write al, = uur and 
U~=GC$ with lul=n (or u; = a2 and the property is immediate). Using Theorem 
7.12(i) repeatedly shows that S’E II( 7rl =f T’, but it could happen that R’ 
does not have a B-cut cl with the desired property &( c, , n’) = -&(c,, 7r2). Hence, 
we construct from wd another process ?r; as follows: let pos’ be a position function 
between T’ and ai and let c’ be the reachable B-cut of 7~’ corresponding, by pos’, 
to the nth marking of Q;, which is also the nth marking of uz, i.e., last(u); also, 
let ca be the reachable B-cut of 7~ correspunding, by posz, to the nth marking of 
(c$, 7~) f I?(u), fi(c’, T’) E II(uy) and last(u) = first(uy), by appending 
these two processes together, we shall get a process rri and a reachable B-cut ci of 
it such that V; II(aaT) = n(ui) and &(c:, IT;) = &(ci, IQ). 
Now, frtihn the choice of n, it occurs that c2 also belongs to a( ci, m2) since ah 
the events below c2 correspond to positions in the n-prefix of u2, so that there is 
(from the last isomorphism) a reachable B-cut c, in (c’,, T:) such that 
), as they all 
as all the desired properties. 
‘c” other direction of rr, = Jc; 1 g2 can, of course, be proved symmetrically. 
(Y=“): e may assume 7rl = 1 w frz. If *CT~ and vz are e 
repeated application of Theorem 7.12(ii) immediately le 
Cl =o %*. e may thus assume that =I and w2 are not event-finite. i.e., that er, and 
u2 are infinite. Fix any n 20; we wish to prove that the is an occurrence sequ 
such that 
that post and pos2 are homespun 
~~~~~~ with lmzl[ = 99 and 
by PO+, to the n-prefix ozt of oz: 
Since 7rl =~?r;z, 3?r’, 3c’,: rrl= T R~ and &(c”,, rr:) s &(c,, 7~). By repeated applica- 
tion of Theorem 7.I2( ii), we again get that 
However, it may happen that the n-prefix of c’ fails to belong to Lin(&( cl,, ni)), 
so that we shall have to construct another sequence ai from 8’. 
Let pos’ be a position function between o’ and W{ and consider the number 
m =max{pos’(e)leE Q(ci, ?r)l)}: 
all the events in &(c’,, v:) correspond, by pos’, to positions in the m-prefix of u’. 
Also, let cy be the reachable B-cut in w’, corresponding, by pos’, to this m-prefix 
of a’: if o’= olaz with layi = m, then &(cr, ?r:) E n(ay). From the choice of m, 
now, *cl belongs to &(cy, ?r’,). Let us choose some cr3e Lin(fi(c;, &(cr, vi))). From 
Theorem 3.15, as azl E Lin(&(c;, ri)) = Lin(&(c’,, a(& gi))), we deduce that 
c5,a,~ Lin(&(c& n;)); and further, due to Theorem 7.10(i), we have (721~3 =goy. 
Consequently, if we define al, = a,,~&, we get 
This finishes the proof, the other direction being symmetrical. q 
This last result states that = 0” and =‘F are, in fact, bijective congruences with 
respect to the relationship between sequences and processes given by the relations 
Lin and 11. 
Having proved these results clarifies the overall picture. The equivalences ~0” 
and = ‘;’ partition the set of occurrence sequences and the set of processes 
into equivalence classes such that the relations n and Lin define a 
these classes (see Fig. 17). 
It may be asked whether the equivalences = n” and =‘F are the finest equivaience 
relations which ensure this bijection. For finite recesses, the answer 
is a ative and results i mediately fro nd 7.11: the finest 
equivalence relation on sequences which respects n and Lin can be expressed as 
(Line n)*, but from Theorems 7.10(i) and 7.11(i) it is immediate that (Line n)* 
,* - - 
1 
- 
equals = $. Conversely 
and II. The comes~ 
essentially irn the same way as with l-safe nets (see [3])$ l-safeness is of 
the structure of’ the original net only: 
km). Let 2 = (S, T9 F3 and let t, t” E T: 
for l-safe nets, as is expressed 
etwee =@ and ‘indep”). Let G 
t is t ‘ 
. 
a. eommort 
re infinite and let .II(a,) = (7q) = {( IV1 zpl)}, 
VnEN3G;: op= -‘$Jq and o;, = 22 and, 
orem X16, \;re see that II(q) = II(oi). 
tween ai and q, and consider the subprocess 
of ml corresponding, by posl , to the common -prefix of oi and 0,: since the system 
is l-safe, this substructure is unique inside wt (its construction by means of 3.9 is 
eterministic). Consequently, if n increases, we may construct a series of fixed 
successively embedded subprocesses of vl s finally obtaini 
in 9q ich is compatible with o2 and is &us isomorphic 
is isomorphic to a process ~5 included in w2= We claim that n’, = 
Indeed, let x E wl and I = (b,, . c . s x} be any maximal chain fro 
then, from the constructed isomorphisms, there is an iso 
another one, say I” = {b& . . . , xn) in ni. m f-safeness, 
all the successive correspondin elements of the chain 
that finally x = xn “I; symmetrically, q = T& 
This immediately I 
is is an immediate consequence of 
results, ay si icate 
18). For a l-safe system, a process v corresponds 
132 
Fig. 18. Correspondence between occurrence sequent and pmasses for l-safe nets. 
uniquely to the set Lin( ?r). Moreover, the Lin-sets of processes define a partitioning 
of the set of occurrence sequences, and each b-set is exactly one =:-class of 
sequences. 
Conclusion 
n rIrls paper we have examined the interleaved (sequence) semantics and the 
partial-order (process) semantics of Petri nets and the relationship between these 
semantics, The emphasis in our study was on identifying exactly the power of the 
respective approaches by relating the various classes of behaviour to each other. 
We have based our considerations on existing definitions of sequences and 
processes, but in the existing literature there has been an evolution of these 
definitions. The transition rule, of course, is the basis of every semantics of nets. 
ram the transiti2”n rule, the occurrence sequences are most easily defined; they 
bprt arepeated successive application of that rule. The step sequences 
were defined latz [ 121 as a generalisation. The process axioms have evolved 
digerently. At first (in [ F ?, 231) they were so general that an inductive interpretation 
could hardly be attached to them. They have arrived in the form given in Section 
h the discussion in [2,11,15]. 
vely, it seems cleab* that processes hould, in some way, be definable 
m some initial (or otherwise well-chosen) cut. Thus the 
as been Construction 3.9 which relates processes to 
give exactly the same result as Construction 3.9 
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(iii) at should the sequences (if there are any) look ike that give a similar 
result for the most general process axioms? 
The answers to these q stions are presented in Sections 3-5. 
The main difficulty i these answer has been to sort out th 
of infinity which may be involved such as the infinities ahowed by infinite ma 
s of transitions, or the infinities exclude y the various reachability 
been slightly surprisin that this can b ne quite efficiently in the 
sense that, for instance, the reachabil y axioms can be stated in elementary mathe- 
matical terms, requiring only basic partial order theory. 
We have shown in Section 6 that the distinctions and delicate points made in 
Sections 3-5 vanish for systems of finite synchronisation. Then all of the ‘bad infinity’ 
which should be excluded reduces to (one of the equivalent forms of) the reachability 
axiom. Systems of finite synchronisation i clude, of course, all finite systems as a 
special case. Since the practical interests clearly rest with finite systems and (a 
fortiori) with ones of finite synchronisation, it may be objected why we bother at 
all about the general infinite case. The answer is that the study of infinite nets may 
be interesting in a variety of ways. First (and this has been the main motivation for 
the study in Sections 3-5) it may shed more light on the reasons why in the special 
cases ome simplifications may be attained. For instance, any general statement to 
the effect hat ‘by arbitrary interleaving, nothing essential is lost’, is not true in cases 
of infinite synchronisation such as shown in Fig. 4. The second motivation for 
studying infinite nets is that they may arise in various circumstances: if one translates 
unsafe nets into I-safe infinite ones; when one deals with inhibitor arcs; and last 
but not least, when one translates concurrent programs into I-safe nets [3]. The 
nets associated to concurrent programs turn out to be of finite synchronisation, 
however, providing another eason for believing that such nets are of great practical 
value. 
The reachability axiom as proposed in this paper allows finite systems to have 
infinite processes. Sometimes it has been objected that the study of infinite processes 
ia uiirbecessaly becddsti 
(i) they are not really needed, and 
(ii) they are ‘easy extensions’ of the finite case. 
To answer objection (i), it might first be said that since infinite processes are nice 
and meaningful extensions of finite ones, there is no a priori reason to exclude 
them. Secondly, it seems that, for certain investigations, for instance dating to such 
notions as system fairness, one needs the infinite recesses explicitly [27], or one 
has to use a more complicated limit formalism. answer objection (ii), we 
that infinite processes may be ‘nice’, but they are not always ‘easy’. For instance- 
to infinite processes i more co 
degree this is already true 
occurrence sequences. 
We now return to the two questions raised in the introduction of this paper. 
Firstly: which is the ‘right’ set of process axioms. 3 As an answer, we do not wish to 
134 E. Best, R. Devillers 
ngle out a particular set of axioms because different users may wish to US di 
axioms according to their needs. However, it seems as though the axioms investigated 
in Section 5 are about the most general ones which still admit an inductive interpreta- 
tion in the sense of this paper, and are hence a likely candidate for being adopted 
as the process axioms. The reachability axiom X1(2) could be rephrased equivalently 
according to the researches in [ll]- 
me second question put in the introduction was the following: is process semantics 
inherently more powerful than occurrence sequence semantics? We have seen that 
the answer is positive, provided that on+.+ n adopts the general axioms and allows 
constructions such as the one given in Fig. ~3. This can be seen in more immediate 
terms also, For example, the definition of [MO) (and all definitions based on it) as 
given in Definition 2.5(3) is insufficient for this example. For instance, the definition 
of safeness (and liveness, not given here) uses the set of reachable markings. Thus, 
the transition x’ in Fig. 4 is ‘dead’ in terms of occurrence sequences but ‘live’ in 
terms of (step or general) processes. In this sense, arbitzy interleaving is not, in 
general, sufficient for the investigation of safeness or liveness properties. 
For systems of finite synchronisation, as has been seen in Section 6, occurrence 
sequences and processes define the same behaviour ‘in principle’. This means that 
some important definitions, such as that of the set [MO) (and all other definitions 
based on it), are the same whether defined via occurrence sequences or via processes. 
In this sense, it is sufficient to use occurrence sequences for safeness and liveness 
investigations. This result does not imply, however, a complete equivalence between 
processes and occurrence sequences. As shown in Section 7, if we desire a nice 
bijection between them, then we need to introduce equi +ence relations abstracting 
‘artificial details’ from both occurrence seq:lences and processes, and confine our 
attention to the corresponding equivalence classes. For sequences, the detail is the 
total order arbitrarily chosen when operations are actually concurrent, which is 
abstracted from by the =O-relation; for processes, the detail is the token distinction 
exhibited by the process definition, which is abstracted from by the =,-relation. 
Quite nicely, these relations are both connected to the existence of a common 
corresponding representative of the other type, and they correspond to each other 
when one looks at the equivalence relations they generate. Also, our study has 
shown that finite synchronisation and l-safeness are important properties to make 
the general setup more perspicuous. Indeed, for l-safe nets, the equivalence relation 
on the processes reduces to identity, and each process may be identified uniquely 
wi its corresponding class of sequences which is also its kin-set. 
e second question can also be viewed in the more immediate and practical 
terms of implementing a concurrent system. An occurrence sequence may be viewed 
as a simple, labelled occurrence net with markings and transitions as its labels, in 
, it corresponds to a possible execution 
single central scheduling processor who, at any 
s own local time, can gather all the information needed to obtain a picture 
of the global state (the marking) since there are no concurrent changes. Thus, 
Sequential aned concurrent ~eh~v~our in Petri net theory 13s 
occurrence sequence semantics s appropriate when a sin 1) processor is 
assumed which is responsib e for the system’s execution. y contrast, process 
semantics is appropriate when every transition is assumed to have its own processin 
device which is connected only to its surroundin results of Section 6 
can be interpreted as statin that, for systems f finite synchro 
scheduling is enough to generate all interestin behaviours; that is, 
reachable markings may be produced in this way (whether they actually are produced 
i ny given implementation is a different question). 
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